INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of super-circulation has been considered for high lift devices ever since Henri Marie Coanda proposed his lenticular aerodyne in 1938. Effectively, the aerodyne proposed by Coanda attained lift not by diverting the stream of the compressed air it usedalthough that effect is not undesirable nor negligible -but by generating a down pressure on the aircraft upper surface.
Aircraft such as the Antonov An-72 and MiG 21 both use this phenomenon in what is known as Upper Surface Blowing (USB) and Upper Blown Flaps (UBF) to attain lift at lower aerial velocities or, in the MiG 21 case to achieve better maneuverability.
It is the purpose of this paper to introduce the super circulation effect discovered by Coanda to a new branch of the aeronautical science, namely/that is/ the thrust vectoring.
Authors have long been contemplating this idea, Ref.
[1] describes a Coanda effect nozzle for the pitch control and Ref [2] offers a solution to divert the main stream of the jet in order to vector the thrust.
All of the above use the Coanda effect but none utilizes the supercirculation, a more particularized part of it.
Previous CFD studies [3] , have shown the potential of divertless circulation control thrust vectoring nozzles. 
INITIAL STUDY
Early attempts to generate a lateral force by supercirculation yielded contradictory results, because the effect appeared to be unattainable on flat surfaces.
A case study is presented in figure 2 ; the general concept with it was to vary the dynamic pressure on one of the walls of the nozzle in order to obtain an equal and opposite variation in static pressure. However, it can be seen that the change in dynamic pressure had no significant impact on the static pressure plot, rendering the thrust vectoring unit useless.
However it has becomes obvious that differences in static pressure may be obtained even if they are opposite to the expectations dictated by Bernoulli's law. Tests have been carried out on various velocities; this particular setting depicts a 250 m/s exhaust velocity.
It can be seen that the dynamic pressure is substantially altered by the upper spoiler however, as figure 2 shows, there's little change in the static pressure.
Testing conditions were ISA + 20K; at 250 m/s jet exhaust velocity. 
THE 2D DIVERTLESS THRUST VECTORING TECHNIQUE
A different approach was needed and further study into the phenomenon provided a surprising aerodynamic effect to which we will refer as "counter-circulation" as the effects are the exact contrary of the expected super-circulation. Another case study is presented henceforth, detailing both static and simulated in-flight performances. The concept uses mobile ramps to selectively attach the exhaust jet onto the side surfaces of the thrust vectoring assembly. In doing so lateral forces are obtained due to increase of the static pressure on the side surface with the fluid attached to it.
In this variant we use a chamfered polygonal nozzle with four sides, more specifically a squared one for ease of use but not limited to that respective geometry. The need for simulating in-flight conditions leads to the use of a fore body with the purpose of emulating a section of fuselage. Simulating the in-flight conditions have been carried out at ISA + 20K , ambient velocity of 150 m/s and exhaust velocity of 330 m/s. Integrated parameters over the lateral plates can be seen in table 2. 
COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A two dimensional divertless thrust vectoring system has been tested, under both on-ground conditions and in-flight conditions with positive results in all cases. Findings by interpreting the CFD simulations revealed that, under certain cases supercirculation is rather connected to the Coanda effect rather than to Bernoulli's law. This is in correlation with the experimental findings of certain authors quoted as reference.
The concept of counter-circulation is explored as means of obtaining lateral forces in nozzles without diverting the main jet exhaust.
This technique showed positive results, obtaining the lateral forces needed for vectoring not by influencing the jet but by selectively using the jet to increase the total pressure and hence, the static pressure, on the desired plate.
Such technologies have a potential to be used on 3D units, providing full thrust vectoring capabilities with minimal reconfiguration of the base aircraft.
Further parametric research is needed to fully describe the counter-circulation phenomenon in order to make such devices more energy efficient and thus, economically viable.
